The minor will require 18 credit hours of course work as outlined below:

**Required (12 hours):**
- Foundations of Leadership (ORGL2050)
- Organizational Behavior for Effective Leaders (ORGL2051)
- The Practice of Leadership (ORGL3050)
- Evaluation and Assessment (ORGL3053)

**Additional Leadership Elective (choose two):**
- How to Change the World (ORGL2010)
- Changemakers (ORGL2011)
- Women and Activism (ORGL2062)
- Diversity in the Workplace (ORGL2095)
- Introduction to Human Resources (ORGL3000)
- Women and the Workplace (ORGL3012)
- Teams (ORGL3040)
- Ethical Issues in Organizations (ORGL3030)
- Organizational Development and Planning (ORGL3055)
- Lessons in Leadership (ORGL4050)
- Leading Change (ORGL4051)

1 Students are limited to 1 course substitution in the elective courses. For instance, if a student takes a diversity course outside the minor, he or she can use that for credit toward the minor but must choose other electives from the lists provided to complete the requirements for the minor.